
Ⅰ. Introduction

Unattended aircraft (unmanned aircraft) are

aircraft that fly along planned routes, recognize

and analyze their environment, and autonomous

flight related applications such as traffic

monitoring, human life, geology and mining,

When drones are used, they often collide with

obstacles or unexpected accidents during takeoff

and landing. To address this problem, many

types of drones have been developed and studied

focusing on flight control techniques such as

hovering, vertical takeoff and landing, and

avoidance of obstacles using many kinds of

sensors and vision. In particular, the type of

multi-rotor drones with BLDC motors and

propellers are preferred because they can replace

people who work in dangerous environments at

low cost and compact sizes. In order to control

the rotational motion of these multi-rotor types

of unmanned aircraft, various approaches have

been studied using fuzzy logic, sliding mode

control, and predictive control. [1]-[4]

The algorithms for path-following also studied

using integral predictive and nonlinear robust

control strategy, closed-loop control with internal

model control position sensor, and etc. [5]-[6]

Through various researches on unmanned aerial

vehicles in the form of multi-rotor, drones are

actively being used to provide aerial photography
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and broadcasting images and FedEx, DHL, Amazon,

and others successfully announced their logistics

delivery experiment using the drones. [7]-[8]

However, as many electronic devices are added

to drones that use batteries, flight time has

gradually decreased, and this is a factor limiting

commercial use. If battery capacity is increased

to increase flight time, this will be linked again

to increase weight of drones, which will affect

flight time. Therefore, research was carried out

to solve minimum route problem for commercial

use of drone flying using batteries.

Because drones have small capacity and limited

flight time, only small packages can be moved

by route. Due to these drone characteristics, the

flight time limit of the battery was approached

by minimizing the flight path including the

warehouse and mainly TSP study was conducted.

[9]-[11] A drone is an airplane that determines

its flight speed and direction of flight depending

on the magnitude of thrust and direction of

thrust. However, most studies assume that the

path for travel is to travel straight in flight.

In this paper, we simulate about different flight

pattern that have same final point for comparing

power consumption by comparing rotor speed of

each cases.

Ⅱ. Mathematical Modeling

2.1 Dynamics of quadrotor

Fig. 1. Physical model of quadrotor.

Fig. 1 shows a quad-rotor type non-conductor

with all of its thrust propellers aligned in one

direction and {A} means inertia frame and {B}

means body frame.

Drones operate in an aligned direction of the

propeller and have four inputs as they can be

rotated in three directions. At this time, the

drone has a total of six degrees of freedom since

it can move and rotate in three axes of x, y, z in

three dimensional space, but since the control

input is the thrust forces of four rotors, that is,

four degrees of freedom, it has an under -

actuation characteristic that there are less degree

of freedom of control inputs than the degree of

freedom of the system. This characteristic makes

it difficult to control quad-rotor type drones.

These dynamics of quad-rotors have been

studied in detail by several groups [12-14] and

using the Newton equation as shown in (1).
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where mmeans drone weight,
3 3J R ´Î means

rotational inertia, T means the thrust force from all

propellers, t means total torque from all propellers,

x means position vector of drone, W means angular

velocity of quadrotor in body frame. The matrix

(3)R SOÎ means the rotational transformation

from inertial frame to body frame, g means

gravity, 3 (0,0,1)e = means unit vector indicating

z-direction and indicates that thrust force and

gravity act on respectively the direction of the

drone and the direction of the coordinate system.

af and at are aerodynamic factors resulting

from the movement of the drone and it is often

assumed to be simplified or very small at speeds

above 10 m/s. [15]

The total thrust and torque produced by the

four rotors are expressed in T and t , and can
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be obtained using the following models.
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The relationship of angular speed, thrust force

and torque of each propeller for control inputs is

as follows.
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where k ,bmeans the positive proportionality

constants that determine the relationship between

propeller speed, thrust force and rotational

moment, Lmeans distance between propeller and

drone center, it means torque of roll, pitch, yaw

directions, iw means each propeller’s rotation speed.

2.2 Motor energy consumption

Although the components that use power in

quadrotors are motors, ESC, and several types of

sensors, the energy consumption of motors is

significantly higher than that of electronic devices,

so only the energy consumption of motors is

considered.

The model of brushless DC motor using battery

is considered to be the energy consumed in

resistive and inductive windings and the energy

required to overcome internal and load friction.

The instantaneous current ( )i t and the voltage

across the motor ( )v t is given as follows. [16-17]
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where ( )w t describes the angular velocity of the

motor shaft, TK is the torque constant of the

motor, fT is the motor friction torque, ( ( ))LT w t is

the speed-dependent load friction torque which

results from propeller drag, fD is the viscous

damping coefficient of the motor, mJ , LJ are the

motor and load moments of inertia, respectively.

R is the resistance and EK is the voltage

constant of the motor. Then the energy

consumption is given as follows. In a brushless

DC motor fT is small, usually only due to

bearing drag, the viscous damping coefficient is

also very small, and both items can usually be

ignored in dynamic performance calculations. [18]

The energy consumed by the quadrotor

between the initial time 0t and the end time ft

are as follows.
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where ( )jw t& is the angular acceleration of motor

j , and 1 2 9, , ,c c cL are constants depending on

the parameters of the motors and on the

geometry of the propeller.

Ⅲ. Flight pattern with maximum thrust

If a destination can’t be observed at the

starting point, it is not possible to manually

control the quadrotor and arrive at the

destination due to the pilot’s limited visibility.

For this reason, many algorithms have been

studied to create unmanned flight paths, but

networks that focus only on flight points or

flight distances without considering flight patterns
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or flight altitude changes. However, in order to

stabilize unmanned flights and reduce power

consumption, a change in height is considered

even though it is a straight line connecting the

points with the points.

Fig. 2. Vectors of several flight directions and 

magnitudes generated along the direction in 

which thrust applied.

When the drone generates maximum thrust, Fig.2

shows the direction and magnitude of the force

generated by the direction of the thrust. and it

shows that even though maximum thrust is

generated in a direction perpendicular to the drone,

different forces are occurring depending on the

attitude of drone. Following the attitude of the

drone, 1T is generated in a straight direction, 2T is

generated upward and 3T is generated downward

direction with maximum thrust. It shows the

different magnitude following acting angles of thrust

even thought all pattern has maximum thrust.

At this time, each generated vector has

relationship as 2 1 3T T T< < . This means that there is

a pattern of paths that can fly further with the same

energy consumption. In order to apply this glide

pattern, the flight height to the destination must be

determined at the beginning of the flight and This

height must be set to compensate for the energy

consumption used when the drone is climbing in the

X-Axis direction, and as a result, the total energy

consumption on arrival at the destination should be

less than for the straight path flight.

Drones can be expressed as in equation (1)

under Newton’s second law of motion, based on

classical mechanics. In both cases of vertical

climb or a straight flight at a given altitude,

releasing the expression based on equation (1)

will cause air resistance to no longer accelerate

and reach the speed limit. Calculate this speed

limit as the maximum attainable speed in a climb

or a straight flight as follows.
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The maximum rising and flight speed can be

expressed by (8) and (9). rT is ratio with

hovering thrust, 0g is gravity, r is density of

air, Dc is drag coefficient and effA is effective area

of the drone.

Ⅳ. Simulations

Fig. 3. Simulation results of hovering case.
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With the maximum thrust, we make three

flight pattern with just changing attitude and use

PID controller for following path. The rpm when

the quadrotor hovers in [0m, 0m, 40m] is

measured to compare the rotational speed of the

motor of each path and the power consumption.

Fig. 3 shows the result of hovering case, all

motors have MH = 4178 rpm to hover. Each

initial positions set [0m, 0m, 60m], [0m, 0m,

40m], [0m, 0m, 20m] and final position set [150m,

0m, 40m] for comparing motor speed. At this

time, the quadrotor start flight after hovering at

each positions during 10 seconds.

Fig. 4(a), (b), (c) show the result of motor

speed as each flight pattern. When the quadrotor

fly x direction, all point has same flight speed

with maximum for each cases. Table 1 shows

each motor speed of each flight pattern.

(ａ) Case of downward flight 

(ｂ) Case of forward flight

(ｃ) Case of upward flight

Fig. 4. Simulation results of height changing flight
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Table 1. Each motor speed of Each flight pattern

Motor#n Downward Forward Upward

M1 4055rpm 4199rpm 4315rpm

M2 4048rpm 4193rpm 4309rpm

M3 4043rpm 4187rpm 4303rpm

M4 4048rpm 4193rpm 4309rpm

In Fig. 4(a), the drone starts higher altitude

than final point and it shows each motor speed

as M1=4055rpm, M2=M4=4048rpm, M3=4043rpm.

All motors are rotated slower than MH = 4178rpm,

motor 1 is faster than motor 3 for downward

flight. At final point, all motors are converged to

4178rpm.

In Fig. 4(b), the drone starts same altitude of

final point and it shows each motor speed as

M1=4055rpm, M2=M4=4048rpm, M3=4043rpm. It

seems similar to the downward flight pattern but

all motors are faster than MH = 4178rpm.

In Fig. 4(c), the drone starts lower altitude

than final point and it shows each motor as

M1=4055rpm, M2=M4=4048rpm, M3=4043rpm. It

also seems similar to the downward and forward

flight pattern but all motors are faster than MH

= 4178rpm.

Ⅴ. Conclusion

Drone has same power consumption for

hovering even though the altitude is different

because of its characteristic. The power consumption

of downward is lower than hovering and the

power consumption of upward and forward are

higher than hovering. The simulation shows

comparing with hovering case that the motor

speed of drone is different according to altitude

of initial position when the drone fly to an

arbitrary position and it shows the result as

downward hovering forward upwardP P P P< < < . So, it is necessary

to consider changing power consumption by the

previous altitude for path generation for minimizing

power consumptions.

Future work will consider develop algorithm

for path generation with changing altitude.

Additionally, we also consider develop algorithm

for obstacle avoidance and we intend to investigate

the performance of the proposed algorithm in a

hardware implementation.
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